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GHANA central Focus

Ghana reboots to beat cost crunch
Ghana’s President Nana Akufo-Addo has a tough moment to negotiate: Ghana’s recovery from the pandemic has been hampered by fallout 
from the Ukraine crisis. The administration will have a tricky balancing act between reaching long term goals like industrialisation, education 
and healthcare, and tackling immediate crises around rising costs for consumers and companies. 

But Akufo-Addo is determined not to let foreign affairs derail local economic growth. The government is refinancing its debts, boosting 
government revenue and cutting costs to give space for an economic relaunch programme. In so doing, President Akufo-Addo hopes to 
underline the fundamentals of the country: a thriving energy sector, strong agribusiness players, a skilled workforce and stable investment 
environment. 

• Interview & portraits of key government officials, including Ken Ofori-Atta, Min. of Finance, and  Mahamadu Bawumia, Vice President
• Businesspeople to watch: The leading lights in Ghana’s manufacturing, media, banking, energy and logistics sectors.  
•  Agribusiness - Value addition takes centre stage: to beat the foreign exchange crunch, Ghana is doubling down on exports – with just 

5% of the $28bn in chocolate intermediate value taken by Ghana, there is a large room for growth. 
•  Energy – The two offshore blocs reserved for the Ghana national oil company GNPC will likely have International Oil Company partnership; 

who is in the running?  
• Finance & ICT -  The boom in technology supporting banking operators.
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Essential business expertise
THE AFRICA REPORT is the only media to have been awarded Media of the Year and best pan-African business publi-
cation three times (2012, 2007 and 2006). Its recognized high-quality coverage of the African business environment is 
combined with the strongest pan-African and international circulation towards Policymakers and Business Elites.
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“The systems were broken ... The machinery was politicised”
Zambia’s President Hakainde Hichilema
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